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Abstract
The focus of this paper / presentation is to establish the inherent features of the serial genres
in television that emerged from literature and discuss their importance and impact on the
spectatorship referring to the Turkish diziliers. The rise and development of the serial genres
will be analyzed along with their growing influence on society and individuals. Persuasion
features of television series content and their impacts and reception in societies, cultures and
individual lives will be argued through the examples of the telenovela, soaps and Turkish
series. We usually tend to address everything related to TV and sequels featured as series
and soaps. This common presumption is wrong on so many levels, because the genre of se-
quels has many subgenres and mixed genres ands they are constantly changing in light of the
new technologies of filmmaking, TV broadcasts and the demands of the market. Societies in
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transition are subject to various media contents, the greatest popularity of which is bestowed
on the melodramatic narrative of telenovelas. The promotion of cultures and the deconstruc-
tion of cultural stereotypes inherent in the mass audience is one of the values of this media
content. How much do the genres of telenovelas and series differ in the context of cultural
nuances and what is the genesis of the human urgency in retelling melodramatic and tragic
narratives? From the first Scheherazade stories to the Turkish diziliers, how much have the
genre of classical tragedy and melodrama changed in the environment inhabited by modern
narrative characters. Enormous popularity deriving from the Latin telenovleas and Turkish
series in the Balkans has been reflected in prime time broadcasting by Croatian, Serbian and
Bosnian TV stations since 2002. What is the inherent genre feature that differentiate these
series one from another? This research paper / presentation will explain the ontogenesis of
the popularity, reflections and influences of telenovelas and Turkish dizilers, and features of
this hybrid and changing series genre. The most recent infatuation with Turkish dizilers in
the TV region of the West Balkans is to be discussed through the progression of this hybrid
genre of serial storytelling and narratives.


